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There are at least four that come with serious warning labels.
Neville Crichton’s Reichel Pugh stablemate Alfa Romeo has scored 

143 line honours wins since August 2005, the majority of those in the 
Mediterranean and Europe where the boat has been heavily campaigned 
since he left Australian shores after finishing second best in Hobart to 
Wild Oats XI four years ago. 

The current Alfa Romeo is not dissimilar to the 2005 version, a different 
and lighter rig configuration that allows for slightly more spinnaker area, 
plus other minor modifications. The most significant change has been 
taking the gunwale to the extremity of the stern thereby adding 0.48 
metres to the length overall. This has made room for three more bodies 
aft, an advantage in heavy air running.

“It’s going to be the most spectacular big boat race we’ve ever seen, 
anyone of five could win over the line. The bookies are going to find it a 
hard one to call,” hints Crichton.

As far as securing an outcome, Crichton’s applying his usual meticulous pre-
race preparation - and of course stocking the boat with the best in the business. 

“Every race I enter I want to win badly, the Rolex Sydney Hobart is no 
different. There’s nothing personal about this race, we’ll go out and give 
it our best shot. I think the crew that wins this year will be the one that 
makes the least mistakes.”

Crichton is open about the fact the boat was designed for Europe and 
the Med, but he assures it is built strong enough to go to Hobart. 

“The difficulty for us is slowing the boat down and having to nurse it through 
the seaway in a 30-40 knot sou’wester. I have the safety of the crew to consider 
and I’m not interested in breaking the boat, we do this for fun,” he says. 

Wild Oats XI returned from Europe following its dismasting in the Maxi 
Yacht Rolex Cup in 2007 and since then, apart from its annual unveil for 
the jaunt south, has largely been kept in dry storage at Bankstown Airport, 
the smaller RP 66 Wild Oats X is used to keep the crew honed and hungry.
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TitansClash of the 

The mightiest gladiatorial 
contest of super sized maxis 
in the great race, the Rolex 
Sydney Hobart, is looming near. 

By Lisa Ratcliff

A
s Bob Oatley’s line honours supremo Wild Oats XI chases its 
fifth successive line honours win, endeavouring to close in on 
Morna /Kurrewa IV’s record of seven titles, at least four other 
maxis are being primed to end the Sydney-based 100 footer’s 

dominance of the ocean classic.
When the starting canon is fired at 1pm on 26 December the public 

may well see the most exciting race south since 2001 when the first six 

yachts finished within 47 minutes of one another – the majority of those 
little known Volvo 60s sailed by foreign crews. This year’s Rolex Sydney 
Hobart holds great significance for Aussie sailing partisans as the country’s 
own attempt to stave off the foreign invaders. Plus the boats are 40 feet 
longer this time around, promising a power pageant on a scale never 
before seen.

The esteem in which the Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race is held in 
world yachting circles and its drawing ability is exemplified by the starting 
list for 2009. Amongst the 116-strong fleet, five 100 footers from Australia, 
the UK and USA, and two Australian 98 footers will rendezvous on the 
Sydney Harbour start line on Boxing Day.

Having been lengthened to the new maximum length overall of 30.48 
metres (100 feet), the now 100-foot Reichel Pugh race record holder, 
Wild Oats XI, has stirred from its year-long slumber for a fifth consecutive 
assault, but this time there are not just one or two same-sized challengers. 
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we’ll either be quicker or slower than them, but either way we should be 
able to push hard. I wouldn’t be putting the effort in if I didn’t think we 
had a fighting chance,” he says.

Boat for boat he expects little will separate the two RPs but off the cuff 
Langman’s money is on Alfa Romeo, despite the fact that Wild Oats’ high-

octane team should be more relaxed and confident thanks to their four 
straight wins.

“There’s going to be a lot of emphasis on strategy, who picks the right 
shifts. It’s going to be fascinating and one of the most tactical races ever,” 
says Langman.

Aboard LOYAL* will be boxer Danny “The Green Machine” Green, 
Olympic swimming sensation Grant Hackett, captain of the HSBC 
Waratahs and former Wallabies captain Phil Waugh, Phil Kearns, who 
led the Wallabies in 10 Tests and was capped 67 times, and Channel 7’s 
Larry Emdur. 

The L-plated sailors among the 20-strong crew will no doubt be up to the job 
as far as the brawn required for the 628 nautical mile endurance race, while the 
likes of Langman, David Dickson, Larry Jamieson, Joe De Kock and Ross Field 
will bring their vast offshore experience to the heady blend.

Grant Wharington’s Melbourne warhorse Wild Thing, which gave the 
Wild Oats crew plenty to mull over when they led the fleet on day two of 
last year’s race, has been beefed up for its sixth crack at repeating the boat’s 
2003 line honours success, the same year it was launched.

Neither Crichton nor Langman are writing off the wily Wharington, 
who has added a whopping seven-metre keel to his Don Jones design. This 
modification has lightened the boat by four tonnes but left the righting 
moment intact. On paper, coupled with Wharington’s calculated return 
to a square top mainsail and upwind Code 0, the owner/skipper believes 
their course time could be cut by up to six hours.

“We were encouraged after last year, but given the tough financial 

Crichton on the other hand has amassed 
an amazing 143 line honours wins, most 
recently line honours and the race record 
in the HSBC Coastal Classic and Transpac 
Race, another couple of trophies added to 
the swag as the boat crossed the Pacific 
on route to Sydney for the Boxing Day 
showdown.

Wild Oats XI’s recent extensive modifications include being lengthened to 
100 feet, a new keel bulb built for a heavier configuration, removal of the 
water ballast, furling spinnakers along with a new sail suite, and a complete 
overhaul of all the systems including the powerful hydraulic ram.

As far as resting on their past successes, it’s never been part of the Wild 
Oats script. “While it’s fantastic to have those wins, we disregard the last 
four years,” says lauded skipper, Mark Richards.

“Winning another is going to be tougher than ever. It’s going to be 
an unbelievable race for the public to watch, the toughest fought in the 
event’s history. 

“If anyone has any issues out there they are going to be quickly 
overtaken,” adds the enigmatic Richards, who attributes their ongoing 
success to being part of a great team, with no pressure from proud owner, 
Bob Oatley, to win.

In a heavy seaway Crichton is most wary of the damage Mike Slade’s ICAP 
Leopard could do to Wild Oats XI and Alfa Romeo’s line honours prospects. 

He’s not discounting Sean Langman’s 
LOYAL, out to break its Hobart race 
hoodoo, or Grant Wharington’s modified 
Wild Thing either. 

Elbowing its way into the circle of 
line honours favourites is Langman’s 
chartered 100 footer, LOYAL, formerly 
New Zealand based Maximus. With a 

bevy of sports stars, high profile business types and TV celebrities aboard, 
there will be plenty of distractions as Langman pulls together his fourth 
serious tilt at line honours (he’s finished second twice and third once); 
something the 18-time Rolex Sydney Hobart skipper is cognisant of. 

He’s leaving the media hype to others while he focuses on getting the 
boat to the start line. With a late arrival from Auckland and extensive 
modification program, including lengthening the boat from 98 to 100 
feet, building a new 6.2m keel, installing a new lighter weight and taller 
conventional mast to replace the wing mast, lifting the propeller system, 
taking the skin fittings out and removing all the cruising comforts such as 
desalination plant and hot water shower – not to mention all the doors and 
cushions – LOYAL will have just four weeks in the water before D-Day. 

A canting keeled Greg Elliott design minus the budget of Wild Oats XI 
and Alfa Romeo, Langman is using the skills of designer Andy Dovell and 
his own to cut and paste an existing boat. 

“We are totally different to the Reichel Pughs. The boat’s a truck and 

“It’s going to be the most 
spectacular big boat race we’ve 
ever seen, anyone of five could 

win over the line. The bookies are 
going to find it a hard one to call.” 

– Neville Crichton, Alfa Romeo
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“Winning another (Sydney Hobart) is 
going to be tougher than ever.” 

– Mark Richards, Wild Oats XI
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Neville Crichton’s 100-footer Alfa Romeo 
has left a trail of broken records across 

the Pacific en route to Australia this year.
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What the big yachts will slug it out for - The O.H. Illihgworth trophy.
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market we’ve just concentrated on the fundamentals for this race,” says 
Wharington. He plans to lengthen Wild Thing next year.

“We proved we can be faster than Wild Oats downwind and we are 
going to be faster again this year, plus Wild Oats and Alfa Romeo don’t have 
a huge amount of righting moment, they are reefing in at 20 knots.”

Mike Slade’s ICAP Leopard is a different boat to the one that finished 
runner up by 27 minutes to Wild Oats XI two years ago. Extensive 
modifications have included lengthening the boat to 30.48m and adding 
twin rudders, which has allowed Slade to push the boat harder with bigger 
sails and more control.

The crew has hit the ball out of the park 
many times in the past two years including 
the Rolex Fastnet 2007 line honours and race 
record, Round Ireland line honours and record 
two years running, inaugural C600 line honours 
and record, and this year, line honours in the 
Rolex Middle Sea and Rolex Fastnet races.

“We are under no illusion that Alfa and Oats 
are quicker dead downwind and light upwind. 
We don’t really come into our own until 13 or 
14 knots so given a ‘typical Hobart’ we feel we 
have the right yacht and crew. 

“Even though it will be a massive event, we aren’t coming to make up the 
numbers,” warns Slade.

His prediction is Alfa Romeo to win in a light air affair. “Oats has the 
runs on the board but have not been campaigning on the European circuit 
for quite some time so it’s hard to tell where they will sit. Alfa is another 
very good team and my money will be on them if it’s light. Having said 
that, LOYAL under Sean Langman and “Warro” on Wild Thing could 
easily pull it off.”

Brook Lenfest’s Rapture from the USA is the heaviest 100 footer in 
the bunch and therefore a bit slower, but a more solid yacht says skipper 

Jeff Hanlon. The weight in a real nasty big wind, big wave race could 
stand them in good stead against the lighter boats, with breakages possibly 
taking their toll suggests Hanlon.

They’ll have their own star attraction aboard, pro surfer Mark Occhilupo 
joining the international crew for some saltwater action of a different kind.

Maxi debutants Peter Millard and John Honan’s purchased the Bakewell-
White designed Lahana, formerly Zana, earlier this year and have scored a 
mixed bag since including retiring from the July Audi Sydney Gold Coast Race 
with damage then a line honours win in the Bird Island Race in September.

The boat may prove competitive on IRC, but on their chances of line 
honours given the company they’ll be in, Millard 
is sensibly humble: “Our chance is a little 
better than Steve Bradbury’s at the start of the 
1000-metre final of the 2002 Winter Olympics, 
so a heavy uphill race will have to do. 

“We are looking forward to competing with 
so many 100-footers on the same start line for 
the first time in an Australian offshore classic.”

There’s no question the rest of the fleet will 
struggle for airtime and column space this year. 
Small to medium size boat owners can however 

take some comfort from the fact the major race trophy, the George Adams 
Tattersalls Cup, is well and truly up for grabs with all but one of the big 
boats turbo charging for line honours rather than the coveted overall win. 

Because all the maxis are putting IRC aside for the 65th edition of Australia’s 
premier blue water event, Mark Richards reckons in a decent blow there will be 
plenty of white knuckle rides down the south-east coast of mainland Australia, 
across the eastern part of Bass Strait then down the east coast of Tasmania to 
the Derwent River and the finish off Battery Point, Hobart. 

“It’s the first year the boats will be carrying full-on Volvo 70 type sail 
inventories. If we get to use them, there’s going to be serious pace on,” 
tips Richards.

“We are under no illusion 
that Alfa and Oats are 

quicker dead downwind 
and light upwind. Given 

a ‘typical Hobart’ we 
feel we have the right 

yacht and crew.” 
– Mike Slade, 
ICAP Leopard
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The in-form ICAP Leopard has won the Rolex Fastnet and Middle Sea races this year and is hungry for the triple.

Audi Sydney Harbour Regatta sailing spectacular 6-7 March 2010
Enter now at www.audisydneyharbourregatta.com

Participating Clubs; MHYC, CYCA, RANSA, MYC, RSYS, RPEYC, SASC, RPAYC

For details contact Louise Bashford on 0414 410 000

Principal partners

Photo: Audi/Andrea Francolini

Supporting and key partners
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